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About This Game

"I met Anne first, waiting for the bus. I asked her what she was selling and she laughed and said nothing, nothing at all, that what
she had to offer was free for anyone who wanted it bad enough. I asked her what had helped her. She just said 'James.'"

Sagebrush is a short-form first-person narrative adventure about exploring the compound of an apocalyptic Millenialist cult in
remote New Mexico years after they collectively took their lives in a mass suicide event.

In Sagebrush, you'll investigate the long-abandoned Black Sage Ranch, the former home of Perfect Heaven, an apocalyptic cult
formed in the early 1990s under the guiding hand of the prophet Father James.

Inspired by Real-World Apocalyptic Cults

Based on extensive research into cult groups both famous and obscure, large and small, Sagebrush avoids simplistic motivations
and easy answers. The members of the Flock are diverse and complex people with varied needs, hopes, and fears.

An Immersive, Lo-Fi 3D World

Sagebrush features an evocative low-poly, low-resolution, less-is-more art style that combines retro aesthetics with modern
technology, along with a fully-realized soundscape and an original ambient musical score that immerses you in the remote New
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Mexico desert.

A Whole Compound to Explore

Black Sage Ranch is yours to wander, from the trailers that housed the cultists, to the halls where they gathered for food and
prayer, to the old mines that stretch out below the compound, untouched for nearly a century.

Uncover the Real Story

Find notes, recordings, and belongings that give insight into the people who lived at Black Sage Ranch. What did they believe?
Why did they join? Were they happy? And why did they choose to end it all?

Estimated Playtime: 60-120 minutes
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Still al game worth playing from time to time, and certainly not too easy. 7/10

Would get doppelganger-ed again.. \u30fd\u0f3c = 3 =\u0f3d7
THE NEW TRAP INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO MISSILE BARRAGE INTO TRAP INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO
MISSILE BARRAGE INTO TRAP INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO TRAP INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO MISSILE
BARRAGE INTO TRAP HYPER INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO MISSILE BARRAGE INTO TRAP INTO QUAD
SHOTGUN FINISHER COMBO! IM LOVIN IT!
\u30fd\u0f3c = 3 =\u0f3d7. Interesting view on Indie Game development. Inspiring, fun and a well done movie.. Do you like
being forced to kill seemingly endless amounts of boring and tedious enemies? Do you like having your screen covered up by
zombie vomit while the aforementioned event occurs? Then this DLC is for you. When you kill one zombie, 2 replace it until
they swarm and inevitably kill you. I was rushing to finish this DLC just due to how tedious and annoying it was. Unless you're
in it for weapons, ya might wanna not play this.. It's short, as expected, but well realized and cute!
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I wasn't really expecting anything from this other then a bland uninspired game when I got it. Just wanted a new RTS that I
haven't tried before and didn't even know it was made by the Cossacks devs, so my expectations were pretty low.
But boy, was I wrong about it.
While the fantasy aspects here are pretty generic (elves are good archers allied with fairies, undead are evil, dwarves are
technological, etc etc), it's extremely well thought to make every race unique. Little detailes give all factions a flavor and lack of
equivalences make them stand out.

Pros:
-Great RTS gameplay, lots of troops which can be quickly and easily maneuvered on the battlefield which in turn is large
enough to acomodate different types of tactics. Plays very like Cossacks if you're into that.
-Visuals are stunning for a 2006 game. It has a nice oldschool 2d vibe to it, but being fully 3d with camera rotations and such
-Varied unit and building types: units have abilities which aren't useless! I personally enjoy how Dwarf musketeers cost
resources to shoot but can hit enemies in melee as well.
-Base building is chunky and rather deep, unlike many of its kind.
-Tons of neutral factions all around the map.
-So far I haven't found any Humans in the game, a nice touch.
-Was expecting the AI to be dumber than it is.

Neutral:
-All about the RPG system: I don't really enjoy it very much, but it's not entirely a bad thing; it feels very similar to Battle for
Middle Earth heroes, with very strong attacks and abilities and taking a long time to kill. They kinda make or break the game on
their own and having to wait half an hour to use them in regular matches makes neutral camps a bit useless.
-Games may be overly long due to how everything scales up constantly.

Cons:
-Sounds: absolute lack of unit responses, although I like it better like this than with terribly acted voices saying the same thing
over and over again.
-Music: while decent, the game has too few tracks, which can be quite repetitive and even annoying.
-Campaign: I'm quite sure it has to do with the steam version but there's a complete lack of cutscenes or anything to set missions
apart. First mission suddenly starts with people running away and no context given other than the awkward conversations
between the elves. So far I'm on the 5th or so mission and only had the chance to use one hero. Missions can be very repetitive
as well while you have to exploit your hero's strength to slowly wear out neutrals and enemies for your army to stand a chance in
such uneven matches.
-I'd love an option to zoom in a bit more.

The experience is great fun overall, 8/10. i buy power bundle but product code is activated help me :(. With the upcoming DLC
just around the corner, thought of giving a short review to the game.

Moonlighter is a pretty fun rogue-like with the usual mechanics but some interesting features. When you die, you keep the top
row of items in your bag, so you can switch stuff around to minimize your losses as much as you can in case of impending
doom, to give an example.

The combat is pretty straightforward and the variety of weapons is pretty neat; although, I would've liked if weapons had unique
features to them, such as more damage for the Greatsword or stuff like that. Found myself relying on either the Spear, the Bow,
or sometimes the Sword&Shield because speed was just so much better than AOE since damage was the same.

Art is GORGEOUS, and music is just so pleasant to listen to! Loved the different dungeon tilesets and enemies, and had my fair
share of tranquility just listening to the town OST in the background.

As for it's most unique feature, I would say it's obviously the shop. You can sell stuff you find in the dungeon, putting your own
prices and even chasing down thieves! Customers will either like, love, hate or be neutral about your prices, so you can modify
your numbers to get more sales and happy buyers.

Overall, Moonlighter is a really cool and entertaining game, but I would've loved to see some of the features get a bit more
polished. For example, the shops, the weapons stats and unique traits, the pets could use a buff or revamp, and a thing I really
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wanted to see but wasn't in the game: Sometimes adventurers come into the shop and buy weapons and armor, and they look 
dope so I would've loved to find them in the dungeons or go on adventures with them as NPCs lending a hand or just
helping out with your quests. Would've been a nice feature!

If you're into roguelikes, managing shops and cute pixel art, do give it a try! The upcoming DLC seems like lots of fun,
too, so there's that to consider!. How can you not love this game. Its another great Serious Sam to add to the collection,
and you can stack guns on top of each other, what's not to like? I recommend this to everyone who can click a mouse.
10/10. An mazing expansion of Half-Life and my favourite one from the entire Half-Life 1 Anthology. For some reason
i enjoyed it more even than the original Half-Life. A great opportunity to experience the military specialist's side of the
story. Brand new weapons and a lot of new freaking aliens, also you get to use nightvision instead of the flashlight
which is kinda cool, not even mentioning the new weapon that creates teleports to Zen, a different one for every
location in the game where you use it. A great game with a captivant story. Definitely a must buy!
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